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Introduction 

 

There is an effort in the College of Engineering to improve the freshman engineering 
course (EE 10111-10112) and make the course more interesting and educational. One 
of the problems relevant to EE senior design is that there is not an adequate 
introduction to the fun side of electrical engineering that teaches fundamental concepts 
of what electrical engineers do.  
 

Our goal is to create an engaging module for the freshman engineering course 
representative of the different applications of EE in the real world. There is presently 
little exposure to EE concepts in the freshman course. In addition to emphasizing civil 
engineering, computer science, and robotics, the freshman course should contain a 
module that focuses on circuits and signal processing, clearly expresses what EE 
entails, and sparks interest in the field among the freshmen. The concepts fundamental 
to EE are also transferrable skills among different engineering disciplines, such as 
familiarity with microcontrollers, filters, and circuits. The proposed solution is a new EE 
learning module, using an EE Toolbox that will contain components to allow students to 
gain an introduction to the different aspects of EE. The Toolbox will be an interactive 
learning environment designed to cover the basics of the audio applications of signal 
processing and, in the process, of basic circuit-building. 

Detailed System Requirements 

 

Power: 
 

The main concerns for the power source are the microcontroller, the speakers, 

and supply voltages for amplifier circuits. The microcontroller operates at a range of 2.3-

3.6V, and while many amplifiers operate at 9V, some can use lower voltages. Speakers 

also have some flexibility, depending on the model chosen. Taking these into 

consideration, it was decided that the system will be powered through USB, which 

would allow the user to operate it while connected to a computer or to a wall adapter. 

Because data will be transferred from the module to a computer through USB, it makes 

sense to use this as the power source, while minimizing the number of external 

connections to the system. The USB connection will supply a DC voltage of 5V, which 

will suffice for the microcontroller, which operates at a maximum of 3.6V, and for the 



amplifiers and filters on the breadboard. Because USB was selected as the power 

source, USB-powered speakers will be used. 

User interface: 
 

The most basic functions of the audio effects board do not require a graphical 

user interface; instructions for operation will be provided as a part of the curriculum 

materials. By default, the audio signal is passed through the effects board to the 

speaker or output audio jack. When desired, the user flips a switch or presses a button, 

which relays the audio signal to the microcontroller. Meanwhile, a MATLAB graphical 

user interface on the computer will wait to accept the incoming data from the USB. 

When the data is finished exporting and processed, it will be displayed on a graph. The 

user can observe the output in either time or frequency domain, and will have the option 

to change the scale and other parameters of the plot. On the mobile phone, a simple 

signal generator application will be used to send out the signal. The app will have 

adjustable amplitude and frequency controls, and the tones generated will be in the 

audible range. 

 

Breadboard: 
 

One of the main foci of this system is to allow the user to apply filters and 

amplifiers to an audio signal and observe the chances caused by these components. 

The analog audio input signal will connect to a breadboard, where the user adds on the 

various sound effects. Most of the filters will be pre-built and pre-packaged on small 

PCB’s made ready to be inserted on the breadboard. These circuits will be rather 

complex, so the freshmen will not be expected to build them on their own. Nonetheless, 



the components of the circuits will be made visible so that they can be explained briefly 

and observed by the students. Additionally, having these circuits pre-built will 

significantly reduce the likelihood of making a lethal connection that could damage the 

microcontroller, while facilitating the whole process in general. There will also be other 

small boards for students to build their own simpler circuits on. For example, a basic 

passive wave rectifier can be built using only a resistor and diodes and would be 

relatively simple to assemble, even for inexperienced engineers. These boards will have 

small labels and drawings to make the placement of the components clear. Thus, 

students will be able to observe the effects that filters have on a signal and gain a basic 

understanding of some circuit design. 

Audio I/O: 
 

Because a major component of the module is to allow the user to observe the 

effects of filters on a signal, it will allow the user to experience this first hand through 

sound. The module will accept an analog audio input from an external device, most 

likely a smartphone, through a 3.5mm audio jack. A mobile application on the 

smartphone will be used to generate sinusoidal signals (and other types of signals) with 

adjustable frequency and amplitude controls. Music files can also be played from the 

phone. The analog audio signal will be sent to the breadboard, where it is passed 

through pre-built filter boards and output through the speakers. The speakers will be 

USB-operated and produce an output at a reasonably audible range. The user can 

adjust the volume. Alternatively, the output signal can be relayed to an output audio 

jack, where the user can connect headphones or other speakers. 

 



Presentation: 
 

The system must be presented in a clear and portable manner, giving the user 

convenient access to all subsystems and components. It will be reasonably compact, 

about the size of a large laptop, and close securely for storage of loose components 

and cables. A likely manifestation of this would be a toolbox-like kit, which will have the 

breadboard, speakers, and LCD screen all on the same plane. Underneath these 

components in the “box” part of the kit will be the microcontroller and other interfaces 

between the subsystems. The input and output audio jacks and the USB port will be 

clearly visible on the outer surface of the product for easy connection. A drawer or small 

box-like compartment will contain the filters and other loose components. The goal is to 

make the system appear as simple as possible so as to minimize the risk of error and 

not overwhelm the freshmen. 

Detailed Project Description 
 

System Theory of Operation: 
 

The user will begin operation of the system by first connecting selected filters to 

the breadboard and assembling any filters as needed. Next, the user will turn on the 

system and connect the audio source to the input audio jack using a 3.5mm cable. The 

input signal will be connected to the speakers or output audio jack by default. Sound 

transmission will begin when the user turns on the signal on the mobile application on 

the phone. Volume can be adjusted. The user may toggle between the speakers or the 

output audio jack, using a button or a switch. When the data is ready to be recorded, the 

user presses a “Send” button, and the screen will update to show that the audio signal 



is being sampled. The audio signal will be relayed to the analog to digital converter of 

the microcontroller unit, where it will be converted into digital data and sent out of the 

microcontroller to the computer through the USB cable. An appropriate limit will be set 

on the sample size, depending on the frequency and nature of the signal. The data is 

then processed by the MATLAB program on the computer and plotted on a graph in 

either time or frequency domain. Here the user will be able to make adjustments to the 

plot and visually observe the effects created by the filters on the audio signal. If desired, 

the user may record multiple sets of data and overlay their graphs to allow the 

comparison of different effects. 

 

System Block Diagram: 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subsystem Description: Speakers 

 

The speakers are essential to the EE Toolbox. They allow a direct method of 

interaction with the user without a need for interfacing with the computer. There were 

certain requirements that the speakers did have to meet. Namely, the speakers had to: 

1.      Be compact so as to fit within the confines of the EE Toolbox 

2.      Be low-power so that no additional power beyond USB would be required to drive 

the system 

3.      Output at least conversation-level noise for use 

4.      Output audio with enough quality to provide the user with a pleasant listening 

experience and make it easier to discern the effects of filtering 

5.      Be simple to interact with to avoid damage to the subsystem and the overall 

system in general 

With these requirements in mind, the group did some initial research into speaker 

systems. Initial results yielded speakers activated by microcontrollers or driven by 

external circuits which demanded high power consumption. Neither of these systems 

would work due to the system requirements. 

With these parameters in mind, we met with Doug Hall to discuss speaker design 

and how to select appropriate speakers for the system. Doug Hall offered a few things 



to note with regards to the system. The first is that the audio quality will be largely 

determined by our D/A and sampling. Having a high resolution and using many bits is 

critical for our interface with the speakers. Given our need for high quality audio and 

audible tones, he suggested we look into acquiring speakers with good drivers. Second, 

high audio quality also requires the acquisition of full-range speakers. In order to notice 

the effects of low pass filter or high pass filtering, speakers which have a broader 

spectral response are more adequate. Full-Range speakers have a frequency response 

of 60-20000Hz, covering the vast majority of sounds within the audible range of 

humans. 

With these considerations in mind, the group initially conceived acquiring full 

range speakers with a driving circuit separately. However, this could lead to a lot of 

error, and given our time constraints, it was not feasible to purchase parts in an attempt 

to optimize the audio output from the speakers. For the design, high-fidelity speakers 

will not be necessary. The board will have an audio jack which the user can use to 

connect their own speakers if they wish to obtain sound at a higher quality. In addition, it 

would also require the use of a lot of power to drive the amplifier. Purchasing an 

Objective-2 headphone amplifier was under consideration, but due to budgetary 

constraints and system requirements, it was deemed unnecessary. 

The final design settled upon is the X-Mini MAX XAM15-GM Portable Capsule 

Speakers. The speakers are designed as small capsules with a 2-inch diameter, thus 

fitting the first requirement. The speakers have batteries which are recharged through a 

micro-USB port, are simple to interact with—a standard audio jack—, and have a full-

range frequency response. The battery lasts up to 18 hours, and each speaker can be 



used individually such that the unaltered output and filtered output can be heard at the 

same time. Thus, the speakers fit the whole set of system requirements and additional 

features which make the experience user-friendly. 

The speakers have ceramic drivers. Ceramic drivers are used to deal with the 

high frequencies which neodymium drivers are not geared to handle. The ceramic 

tweeters are highly corrosion resistant and have a higher resistance to demagnetization 

(IKE 2012), producing less distortion at high frequencies. The speakers are also better 

designed to deal with bass, as they have a Bass Xpansion System which serves as a 

digital subwoofer system. To complement the digital system, the speakers can also 

decompress to expand the area for the bass to work with, as follows: 

 

As seen above, the speaker has the ability to expand to increase its bass capabilities. 
 

The subsystem was tested under two different conditions: 

1.      Full Range Capabilities 

2.      Driving Power 



Full Range capabilities were tested using a frequency generator application[1] on 

a mobile phone. The speakers were driven from 50-100Hz for low frequency testing and 

from 19000-21000Hz for high frequency testing. The main factor looked for was whether 

the speakers were audible at such ranges. After running continuous tests with the 

frequency generator, the speakers were determined to be able to reproduce frequencies 

at such levels, even going so far as to shaking on the table when driving the bass. 

The driving power was then placed to the test. The speakers were pushed to 

very high volumes using a personal computer. Under such driving, the speakers were 

able to provide audio well above normal conversation range, thus demonstrating that 

they are powerful enough to satisfy the audio needs of the EE Toolbox. 

 

Subsystem Description: Screen 

 

Requirements: 

Must send a line of text to the LCD screen, describing the actions taking place (i.e 
reading data, exporting data, etc.) 
 

Flow Chart:  

 
 



Functionality Description: 
 

After the LCD screen has been initialized, the software sends a line of code to the 

screen. It then waits for an arbitrary amount of time (for the moment), 3 sec, and then 

switches to a new line of text. The lines of code we used for this demonstration were 

“Sampling data…” and “Exporting data…”.  

 

Design Decisions: 
 

The text for the sampling and exporting data will be sent to the screen when a button is 

pressed on our box. This will then set a flag. When the flag is set, the data is sent to the 

screen. When the flag goes back to being low, the text is no longer sent to the screen. 

Due to time constraints, the LCD screen subsystem was abandoned for the sake of 

other subsystems. 

 

System Integration:  

In the future the LCD screen will also be used to show the volume of the speaker, when 

the data is actually being sampled, and when the data is actually exporting to the 

computer. These attributes will be implemented when the connections between the 

different subsystems are made. The volume of the speaker will also be on an arbitrary 

scale that the group decides and is dependent on the other subsystems. The actual 

amount of time the text “sampling data” and “exporting data” will be on the screen is 

dependent on how fast we are actually doing these actions and will reflect those actions 

in real time. For code refer to Appendix A 

Subsystem Description: SPI 

 

Requirements: 



The SPI needed to write to memory using an interrupt-driven scheme so that the write 

would be fast enough, in conjunction with the analog to digital conversion, to sample at 

a fast enough rate to analyze audio signals. 

Functionality Description: 

Upon initialization, the SPI would set up for the page write, which could write up to 256 

bytes of data without having to change the chip enable bit or send more address bytes 

or commands to start the write.  This would speed up the write process by up to five 

bytes per byte of data to be written, compared to the byte-program protocol. 

Design Decisions: 

In order to have enough memory to store up to 30 seconds for two tracks (filtered and 

unfiltered) of data, we decided to use a 64Mbit SPI.  However, due to time constraints, 

this subsystem was ultimately not incorporated into the final design. 

 

Subsystem Description: USB 

 

Requirements: 

Must deliver a stream of data from the microcontroller to the computer in a 

format that the computer can save as a data file. 
- open a connection to the USB port 
- set attributes to properly read USB port 
- read USB stream to a pipe 

- find stop delimiter 
- write all data up to the stop delimiter to the file 
 

Flow chart: 



 
 

Functionality description: 

Given an incoming stream of data from the microcontroller, this software opens 

a pipe from the USB port to which the microcontroller is connected.  The 

software checks chunks of the data for a stop delimiter.  If the target file 

does not exist, the program creates it.  The program then appends the newly 

read data to the end of the file and closes the file. 

 

Design decisions: 

Overview: This program was written in C for consistency's sake. That is the  

language that has been used to program the microcontroller, and the libraries  

are easy to use. The initial development took place on a Linux (Ubuntu) 

operating system due to the ease of use of the compiler, system calls, etc.  

Now that the code has been written and shown to work in a programmer-friendly 

environment, adding functionality for Windows and Mac will only require changes 



to one function and the makefile. Additionally, MATLAB has some compatibility 

with C, so using C should facilitate the integration of this program into the 

computer sid of the user interface. 

 

Testing: 

Linux: At this point, some information is printed to the terminal to show the 

user that the data have been read properly. A test string of characters (a 

known quantity) was sent from the microcontroller in a loop via USB. The 

program read in the data, and upon finding a "0" stopped reading, wrote the 

data to a file. After calling the "cat" command in the shell, it was visually 

confirmed that the file contained the expected characters. 

 

System integration: 

The protocol on the microcontroller needed to read data from the analog to digital 

conversion output and send it to the USB.  This was tested in a similar manner to the 

subsystem testing, using many samples from the ADC subsystem.  Once these 

connections were confirmed to work, continuous samples were taken by plugging in a 

phone and using that as input. 

Subsystem Description: Filters 

The filters subsystem was the base of the educational curriculum. Each filter was 
intended to show another aspect of the relationship between the frequency and time 
domains. The following filters were attempted during the design process. A diode 
distortion filter was the first built and tested. In the first implementation it consisted of 
two diodes facing in opposite directions. 1N4148 fast switching silicon diodes were used 
because that was the part that was available at the time of testing. A resistance value of 
330 Ohms was arbitrarily selected for R1. The signal sine wave was supplied by signal 
generator mobile application from the ¼ inch headphones jack. A Tektronix oscilloscope 
was used to observe the waveform characteristics of the filter. In the time domain, when 
a waveform has a voltage amplitude greater than the turn on voltage of the diode the 



voltage clips. Additional harmonic frequencies which are integer multiples of the original 
sine tone frequency are observed in the frequency domain. 

 
The second filter built and tested was a treble booster. This filter was tested qualitatively 
by playing music from a phone as the input. The most audible artifact from the filtering 
was the high frequencies of the cymbal sounds on the drum set. 

The following filters were designed and built using eagle without prior breadboard 
implementation and testing. The filters seemed simple enough that they would certainly 
work. The components were selected so that the time constant, R*C, value would filter 
frequencies within the audible range, less that 



20kHz.  Once the components were 



mounted on the boards the circuits were tested by measuring the signal response in the 
time domain. The results showed that the filters didn’t work. There were floating 
voltages at unexpected pins. The output showed an unexpected DC voltage without any 
input signal. There may have been inconsistencies with the pinout on the board and the 
pinout of the device itself. Comparison of these two factors were not taken into 
consideration prior to sending the boards to be printed. 
 

 

Subsystem Description: Audio Input 

The audio input subsystem is required to take the analog audio signal from the 

mobile phone source and appropriately read in the signal so it is able to be modified by 

various filter/audio effects circuits. 

The analog output of the mobile device audio signal is a quickly changing audio 

voltage signal that varies from roughly -440mV to 450mV at its maximum amplitude and 

is centered on zero volts. That is, without any amplification, the maximum audio signal 

amplitude is roughly 0.9 volts peak to peak (Vpp). This is simply read in with an audio 

jack to stereo wire connector, which then is connected directly into the breadboard so 

that the students can access the input signal. We chose this connector so that the 

students can see the audio signal being sent from the phone to the breadboard and get 

a better grasp on the idea that audio signals are voltages. This also gives the students 

flexibility in setting up the input signal on the breadboard in a way that lets them connect 

filters most effectively for them.  

          This subsystem was tested by connecting a 3.5mm audio cable to the audio jack 

and reading the signal on the scope when connected to the other subsystems (namely 

the ADC level shifter and the audio out speaker).The input signal from the Samsung 

Galaxy S3 device was a simple sine wave generated from the mobile app Signal 

Generator[3]. The amplitude of sine wave was set to its maximum value on the app, and 



the volume on the phone was also set to its highest setting to produce the highest 

amplitude audio signal for testing. All voltage readings were made on a Tectronix  MSO 

3011 mixed signal oscilloscope. 

Subsystem Description: ADC 

The analog-to-digital converter subsystem is required to sample the audio signal either 

right after the audio-in subsystem prepares the signal for the audio effects subsystem, 

or after the audio effects subsystem itself. This way, students will be able to compare 

and contrast audio signals before and after the effects circuits are applied, and they can 

view the effects in both the time and frequency domain. This subsystem is also 

responsible for centering the audio signal around 1.65V to adjust for the signal range on 

the microcontroller ADC. Thus, this subsystem has both hardware and software 

components to convert the analog audio signal data into a digital signal that can be sent 

to a separate device. 

The following DC bias circuit is what shifts the audio signal voltage offset from 0V to 

1.65 volts. 



 

Figure XX – DC biasing circuit 

 We chose this circuit because it effectively produces a signal whose range can 

be fully sampled by the microcontroller ADC and also takes full advantage of the 

microcontroller ADC range given the maximum audio levels from our phone. Also, this 

circuit has very minimal frequency response, so the sampled audio should faithfully 

characterize the frequency components from the phone generated audio signal. 

           This circuit operates by setting a DC reference voltage of 1.65V using a voltage 

divider and unity gain amplifier to set the DC bias. This is done by resistors R10 and 

R11 in the above schematic. The purpose of the unity gain circuit (IC2B op amp) is to 



separate the 1.65V from being affected by any resistive/capacitive elements in the rest 

of the circuit. Once the reference voltage is set, the rest of the circuit forms an op amp 

level shifter centered about 1.65V and with a maximum AC component of 3.3Vpp. This 

gain is set by resistors R12, R13, R14, R15, with the gain calculated by the following: 

A(gain) = R15 / R14 = 1.2kohms / 0.33kohms = 3.64 V / V. 

Therefore, when a 0.9Vpp AC signal is sent from the phone to the circuit, the 

signal is first shifted up to 1.65V DC bias, then amplified by 3.64 V / V to yield an AC 

signal of 3.3Vpp.  

           We can easily obtain the 3.3V, 5V, and gnd sources aspects of the circuit from 

the microcontroller and USB power, which is ideal because these are also the reference 

voltages we are using for the microcontroller ADC.  

           Once the signal is set to take full advantage of the microcontroller ADC, the 

signal needs to be sampled by the microcontroller. This is done by running a C-program 

to set specific microcontroller pins to read in an analog signal, then setting reference 

voltages, sample times, and conversion times to appropriately sample the audio signal 

at a high enough rate in order to capture the frequency components we need. Because 

most music is sampled at 44.1 kHz, we want our circuit to complete its sampling and 

conversion at least a couple times faster than this. This will leave time to possibly send 

each sample individually during each sample period while still retaining the frequency 

components we want to show. 

           The following flow chart shows the process of our ADC microcontroller program: 



 

Figure XX – ADC code flow chart. 

           Initializing the ADC involves setting the configuration bits to set 

sample/conversion time, reference voltages, buffer size, and multiplexer mode. First, we 

select manual sampling in order to easily control our sample speed and monitor the 

process for other tasks (such as sending out the data serially). We set the 

AD1CON3bits.ADCS bit to 3 in order to set the conversion time from the peripheral 

clock bus to 200 nanoseconds, which gives the microcontroller time to do the analog-

digital conversion, but is also fast enough to capture all of our spectrum. The AVdd and 

AVss pins on the microcontroller are set as our reference voltages in order to give the 

ADC a consistent reference voltage from the board directly without worrying about any 

other external voltage sources. We also select the program to start conversion when the 

sample bit is cleared, and format the data as an unsigned integer. 

           The actual conversion process in the block diagram occurs by first selecting a 

microcontroller pin for the analog input. Then, the sample bit is set high and the 

program delays for 1 microsecond. This gives the microcontroller time to sample, but we 



are still well above our minimum sample rate of 44.1 kHz. Then the sample bit is 

cleared, thus starting the conversion process and outputting to the next block. 

           The output of the conversion needs to be scaled from quantized bits to a relevant 

voltage level, so we multiply the output of the ADC by 3.3V / 1024 bits to scale to the 

reference voltage of 3.3 volts. Lastly, this unsigned integer is sent serially to a computer 

and then the process repeats until all the data is collected. 

           We test the ACD system by first setting the proper gain on the audio-in 

subsystem to produce an audio signal of 3.3Vpp. This inputs into the DC bias circuit and 

we then run the ADC program while displaying the ADC scaled value on the LCD 

screen. First, we input no signal through the amplifier, and the screen reads 1.65 volts, 

which we expect as there is only the DC bias signal. When we increase the amplifier 

gain and output an audio signal, the screen value starts rapidly oscillating between 

values around 0.5 and 2.8. This shows that the signal is successfully DC biased and the 

ADC rapidly converting the analog signal to a digital signal. 

System Integration Testing 

Hardware integration: 

The first part of testing our subsystem integration involved getting the audio in 

subsystem, ADC op amp level shifter circuit, analog filters, and audio output 

circuit/speakers all functioning properly together. Originally, all of this was tested on 

breadboard circuits reprsenting what we would eventually place on our board. The 

signals were viewed on the oscilloscope, and power signals were produced by either an 

external power source (+5V) or from the senior design kit board (+3.3V, Vdd). 



First, we tested reading in an audio signal from the phone and running the signal 

through the op amp level shifter in the ADC subsystem. Originally, this proved difficult, 

as the audio signal fro m the phone would disappear when connected directly to the op 

amp level shifter. Thus, we connected the phone audio signal to a unity gain amplfier 

(IC5A op amp) in order to ensure that the signal was consistently being fed into the op 

amp level shifter. The resulting level shifter output, when the phone output signal was 

the maximum 0.9Vpp AC signal, was a 3.3Vpp signal with a 1.65V DC bias. This is what 

we expected, but there was also top end clipping on the signal at a voltage below 3.3V. 

This seemed strange, as the Vcc pin on the op amp was set to 3.3V, so clipping below 

this level is not something we expected. However, raising the the Vcc top end range to 

5V fixed this problem, for whatever reason. 

After the audio input and op amp level shifter were successfully integrated, the 

next step was to introduce the audio output circuit/speakers. Originally, we tried 

connecting the audio input straight into the speaker output while the op amp level shifter 

was still connected, which sometimes worked but sometimes, as with the level shifter 

testing, the audio signal went away. To combat this, we placed another unity gain 

amplifier before the signal went to the speaker. This also proved useful when 

connecting filters to the speaker, as we did not need to worry about the effect the filter 

elements would have on the speaker. The unity gain was actually an inverting amplfier 

set with a gain of 1. This was done so that the gain could easily be changed if the 

speaker volume range is too high or too soft. As it turned out, the unity gain provided an 

acceptable audio range, as the signal could be heard easily, but it was not disturbingly 

loud. 



So far, the system was able to read in a signal from the phone, play the sound at 

a reasonable volume through the speaker, and shift the signal to the ADC range, all at 

the same time. The last hardware integration process was to insert a filter after the 

audio input, create another op amp level shifter for the filtered signal (in addition to the 

original input signal), and insert a switch that can direct either the original audio or the 

filtered signal to the speaker output. 

This integration involved adding yet another unity gain for between the filter 

output and a duplicated op amp level circuit that performs the same function as the 

oringal level shifter. Thus, a total of three new op amps were added to the system. Next, 

we added a three-way switch between the speaker output unity gain amplifier and the 

original/filtered signals, so that we could easily switch the speaker output between the 

two signals. 

To test this, we constructed a simple RC lowpass filter circuit and fed the original 

audio signal into the filter. When we played music through the phone, we were able to 

hear the higher frequency components (such as cymbal crash noises) at a distinctly 

lower volume when we switched the speaker circuit to play the filtered output. By 

switching quickly between the original signal and the filtered signal, we were able to 

actually hear the differences in the frequency components of the two signals. We 

confirmed this by viewing both signals on the scope and playing a sine wave through 

the phone. At high frequencies, the filtered signal is significantly smaller amplitude, 

while the two signals were very similar in amplitude at low frequencies. Thus, we 

confirmed that both the filter worked and the switch was successfully integrated into the 

system. 



Lastly, we tested the op amp level shifter signals. While the original shifted audio 

signal was the same as we had observed when originally testing the level shifter, the 

filtered signal showed a lower amplitude, but the same DC bias as the original signal. 

This confirms that the two op amp level shifter circuits were effective at preparing both 

signals for the microcontroller ADC. Thus, from a hardware standpoint, all of our system 

requirements were met before designing our board. 

Software 

The software components that needed to be put together were the timer, and 

making the analog to digital conversion interrupt-driven.  Originally, the plan was to 

have memory on the board, as well, so the SPI protocols were initially part of the 

integration testing, but due to time constraints this part of the code was abandoned.  To 

test the timer initially, the kit board’s LED’s were used.  The kit board was the testing 

board, because for the most part, any bugs in the code would manifest themselves 

using the kit board, and we could isolate those bugs to software issues rather than 

wondering if whatever problem arose was rather a hardware problem.  Once the code 

was working, we could test it on our board, knowing that any bugs would be due to the 

interface between the software and hardware. 

 

Software and Hardware 

Once the timer was working, the next step was to make the ADC interrupt-

driven.  On each timer interrupt, a new ADC conversion was triggered.  Upon 

completion of that conversion, the data was sent to the USB.  After printing that data out 

in the terminal (using the cat command), the values that displayed were compared to 

the values expected.  Since we did not know exactly how fast we were sampling (there 



was an active wait in the case that the previous ADC conversion was not finished), the 

initial tests were with the input grounded and connected to VDD.  Ultimately, when an 

audio signal was the input, the values did oscillate as expected. 

Users Manual/Installation Manual 

PC Software Setup: 

This program must be run on Linux.  (A terminal emulator may work as well, but 

performance is not guaranteed.)  Put the software in a working directory (call it 

Work/).  In Work/, enter the command “make”.  Then, enter the command “sudo 

./readSerialPort”. 

Troubleshooting: 
Alternatively, if you do not want to worry about which directory you are in, simply enter 

the command “sudo cat <serial device> >> <output file name>”.  <serial device> is how 

the computer recognizes the USB device plugged in. 

Hardware setup: 

1. Plug in both USB connectors to computer with Linux operating system 

a. Both board power LEDs should light up if on 

2. Verify that the +5V, -5V, and GND pins are properly connected to their 

corresponding labeled pins on the breadboard 

 . Use DMM to test if necessary  

How to test if system is working: 

1. Connect phone to breadboard via the provided audio cable 

2. Using “Signal Generator” phone app, play a 1kHz sine wave with maximum 

amplitude and the volume turned to maximum 



a. Turn off speaker if too loud 

3. Using the grey buttons, set the “recording time” on the LCD display to 2 seconds 

4. Press the red record button 

5. On your computer, locate the newly created .dat file in your local directory 

6. Move the the .dat file to your working MATLAB directory and rename it to 

“sine.dat” 

7. With the “sine.dat” file in your MATLAB working directory, run the following 

MATLAB script: 

clear all; 
 

load sine.dat; 
sine = transpose(sine); 
 

plot(t,sine) %Plot time domain signal 
  axis([0 4/tone_freq -1.2 1.2]); %Only view 4 periods of time domain 

  title('Time domain signal'); 
  xlabel('Time (s)'); 
sound(sine,fs); %Listen to the audio of the signal 
y=fft(sine,length(t)); %Compute the FFT 

  f=fs/length(y)*(1:length(y)); %scaling frequency axis by fs 

  figure;  
  plot(f,real(y)) %Plot frequency domain signal 
  axis([0.95*tone_freq tone_freq*1.05 0 3500])  
  title('Frequency domain spectrum'); 
  xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'); 
 

8. After running the script, you should see the following charts: 



 

To-Market Design Changes 

In order to take the Freshman Module and bring it to a point where it could be 

successfully implemented as a module for the First Year Engineering Course, there 

need to be several design changes implemented. The first design change which must 

be implemented is to have the device be detected by the computer. Currently, the 

microcontroller is not detected by the Serial Port of the computer. Instead, the USB port 

is only able to provide power through the USB cable for the device.  For the device to be 

programmable, the device needs to be recognized by the computer. This detection must 

also be implemented cross-platform, meaning it must occur in Windows, Mac OS, and 

Linux.  

The next step in our design change is to develop an external casing for the 

microcontroller which is user-friendly for the student. This will serve a dual function. 

First, the microcontroller will be black-boxed for the user such that the user is not 

intimidated by the array of wires and devices sticking out of the board for them to 



interface with without any previous experience using microcontrollers. This will make the 

experience more pleasant for end users while preventing a fear factor from settling into 

students. Second, the casing will allow the design to evolve from a rudimentary 

packaging of a pizza box to a durable structure which will protect the microcontroller 

from basic, wear and tear damage to dropping.  

The way in which the casing is envisioned the microcontroller board will have 

three buttons to interface with: an up button and down button to change the length of 

recording to more or less in one-second units from a base of ten seconds; and a red 

record/export button which will initiate the recording process and then export the 

information through the USB to the computer for analysis once the recording process 

has finished. Pins from the microcontroller will be brought up to the surface of the 

casing to allow for interaction with the microcontroller, and the casing will cold the 

microcontroller in place while having slots for the programmer and the USB port plugin, 

which serves the dual-feature of powering the device and serving as the information 

export pathway for the recorded information.  

There will also be a slot in the casing for a headphone jack to plug in a speaker 

or a headphone, and another slot in the top in which the volume control slider is visible. 

Next to the volume control the case will have a breadboard attached to it so the user 

can set up their own personal filters and interact with the board’s input pins. In this way, 

the user can compare the effects of their distorted signal from the original signal, 

outputting the audio of the distorted signal through the audio jack or sampling the 

distorted signal.  



The third change made in our design would be universalize the method of 

interaction with the active filters made in addition to the breadboard. Having the method 

of interaction with those boards be connecting wires to the appropriate pins allows more 

room for error for the user, and to minimize that error we suggest having a universal 

port which would connect ground to ground, Vdd to Vdd, and other corresponding pins 

to the appropriate spots between the actual microcontroller and the active filter boards. 

This port would consist of having a pre made wire which plugs into the pins in the 

microcontroller and the filter boards only one way, thus preventing errors when using 

the port and making the experience much more user friendly.  

The last design change to implement would be adding more methods of 

interaction with the microcontroller. During the presentation, we added a Fortune Teller 

which had copper tape on the sides such that when the Fortune Teller was used it 

closed switches. If we attached the leads of the device to sound-producing devices we 

could generate sounds and have the student use this more fun method of interaction to 

engage with the microcontroller. Developing other methods of interaction such as 

origami with copper tape on it to close switches or drums which switched the filter being 

actively used would allow the user to have a more pleasant and fun experience 

interacting with the microcontroller.  

Conclusions 
Overall, there were a number of issues that prevented us from ever fully meeting 

all of our requirements. First, the computer was never able to recognize the serial USB 

driver on our board. This prevented us from ever reading in the serial data from the USB 

on our custom board and made it impossible for us to export ADC digital data from our 



board. Also, we were never able to get the op amp level shifter circuit on our board to 

function correctly, whether it was because of schematic flaw or soldering issues. Finally, 

we were never able to get the microcontroller ADC running anywhere near the 44.1 kHz 

that we need to sample the audio signal when integrated with the USB protocol. 

Because of these three issues, our system was never able to export audio data to a 

computer that could then further analyze the data in MATLAB or solely rely on our 

custom board design. These were important features that we were never able to fully 

realize. 

However, our system still had features that freshman engineering students could 

use to engage with electrical engineering concepts. Our system allows students to plug 

in there phone/media device, connect to a breadboard, experiment with analog filters 

using either basic circuit elements or our provided filters, and actually hear the 

difference in the audio signal when the effect is applied. While they may have some 

experience with electrical components, our system shows them a useful and accessible 

application (audio) for these ideas. From here, they can easily experiment with and 

become more interested in electrical engineering ideas. 

If we were to go back and change our approach to this project, the key difference 

would be the timing of creating our board design. Because we waited so long to get our 

first design done, we only had one chance to get one board version built. This made it 

extremely difficult to correct any errors with the board (USB, op amps), and we didn’t 

have the option of building another board at that point. Also, we would have looked into 

the SPI protocol much earlier in order to give ourselves more time in figuring out ADC 

system integration. In the end, we wound up just running out of time. 



As far as continuing our project, the next key steps would be to fix the ADC 

protocol to get it sampling at 44.1 kHz (probably involves integrating SPI protocol), fix 

up any board design issues, and make the overall presentation much more neater and 

accessible. While we were able to lay the groundwork for the students interaction with 

audio technology, there is still the potential to create an even more immersive and 

accessible experience for freshman engineering students interested in electrical 

engineering. 

Appendices 

Code: 

Board code: 

Main.c 

/* 

* File:   board2usbMain.c 

* Author: #pragma 

* 

* Created on February 4, 2015, 12:55 PM 

*/ 
 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <sys/attribs.h> 

#include <cp0defs.h> 
 

#include "SDlib.h" 
#include "configbitsrev2014vC.h" 
#include "RegisterConstants.h" 
#include "A2DFunctions.h" 
#include "Timer.h" 
 

/* 

* 

*/ 



// transmit test - proof of concept 
int xmitText(void); 
void setLCDdefaults(void); 
void initAll(void); 
 

int main(void) { 
   int bar = 255; 
 

   asm volatile("ei"); 
   INTCONbits.MVEC = 1; 
   TRISE = 0; 
   LATE = bar; 
   //xmitTest(); 
   initAll(); 
    
   ////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
   //enable_ADC(); 
   //timer_enable(10); 
   printf("here\n"); 
   putu('n'); 
 

    
   return (EXIT_SUCCESS); 
} 
 

void initAll(void){ 
   // initialize USB 

   serial_init(9600); 
   set_output_device(1); // select USB as output device 

    
   // initialize timer 
   timer_init(); 
    
   // initialize ADC 

   init_ADC(); 
} 
 

USBFunctions.h 

#ifndef USB_H_ 

#define USB_H_ 
 

/**********************************************************/ 
// declare functions 

void serial_init6(unsigned long rate); 
char getu6(); 
void putu6(char output); 



 

/**********************************************************/ 
// define functions 
 

void serial_init6(unsigned long rate){ 
   USBMODE.ON = 1;      //Enable UART6 

   USBMODE.BRGH = 1;    //Enable High Baud Rate 

   USBSTA.URXEN = 1;    //Enable UART6 Receiver 
   USBSTA.UTXEN = 1;    //Enable UART Transmitter 
 

   long PBclock = get_pb_clock(); //Get peripheral bus clock frequency 

   USBBRG = floor(PBclock/(4*rate)-1);  //Calculate and set USBBRG 

} 
 

char getu6(){ 
   char input; 
   int b = 0; 
   while(b == 0)                    //Wait for input 
   { 
       if(USBSTA.URXDA == 1) 
       { 
           input = USBRX;         //Set input 
           b = 1;                   //Exit loop 

       } 
   } 
   return input;                    //Return input 
} 
 

void putu6(char output){ 
   int b = 0; 
   while(b == 0)                     //Wait for output 
   { 
       if(USBSTA.URXDA == 1) 
       { 
           U6TXREG = output;         //Set output 
           b = 1;                    //Exit loop 

       } 
   } 
} 
 

#endif 
 

Timer.h: 

#ifndef TIMER_H_ 

#define TIMER_H_ 
 



/**********************************************************/ 
// declare functions 

void timer_init(void); 
void timer_enable(int length); 
int Nctr = 0xFFFF; 
    
/**********************************************************/ 
// define functions 

void timer_init(void){ 
   TREG_Interrupt.TIE = 0; 
   TREG_Control = 0; 
 

   // from Gavin's code 

   TREG_Controlbits.ON = 1; // turn on timer 
   // set prescale to 256 

   TREG_Controlbits.TCKPS0 = 1; 
   TREG_Controlbits.TCKPS1 = 1; 
   TREG_Controlbits.TCKPS2 = 1; 
   INTERRUPT_PRIORITY = 6; 
   //INTERRUPT_SUBPRIORITY = 6; 
 

   //TREG_PR = 0xF710; // set period register to 10000 

   
} 
 

void timer_enable(int length){ 
   TREG_Flag.TIF = 0; // interrupt flag off 
   TREG_Interrupt.TIE = 1; 
   TREG = 0x0; // clear timer register 
   TREG_PR = 0xFFFF; 
   TREG_Control_SET = 0x8000; // start timer 
} 
 

void __ISR(_SAMPLE_TIMER_VECTOR,timerIPL) timerISR(void) 
{ 
   Nctr = Nctr - 1; 
   LATE = Nctr; 
       conv(); 
   IFS0bits.T2IF = 0; 
} 
 

#endif 

RegisterConstants.h 

#ifndef REGCONSTANTS_H_ 

#define REGCONSTANTS_H_ 
 



// define USB registers 

#define USBMODE U6MODEbits // usb mode register 
#define USBSTA U6STAbits // usb status register 
#define USBBRG U6BRG // usb baud rate generator 
#define USBRX U6RXREG // usb receive register 
#define USBTX U6TXREG // usb transmit register 
 

// define A2D registers 

#define ADCREG_PCFG AD1PCFG // analog input 
#define ADCREG_Control1 AD1CON1bits // A2D control register 
#define ADCREG_Control2 AD1CON2bits // A2D control register 
#define ADCREG_Control3 AD1CON3bits // A2D control register 
#define ADCREG_CHS AD1CHSbits // A2D channel 
#define ADCREG_Buffer ADC1BUF0 // ADC output 
#define ADC_Interrupt IFS1bits.AD1IF // ADC1 convert done flag 

#define ADC_IE IEC1bits.AD1IE 
 

// define A2D interrupts 

#define _ADC_VECTOR 27 // ADC1 convert done vector 
#define ADC_PRIORITY IPC6bits.AD1IP // ADC1 convert done priority 

#define ADC_SUBPRIORITY IPC6bits.AD1IS // ADC1 convert done priority 

#define adcIPL IPL5AUTO 
 

// define Timer registers 

#define TREG_Controlbits T2CONbits // timer control register 
#define TREG_Control T2CON 

#define TREG TMR2 // timer register 
#define TREG_PR PR2 // timer period register 
#define TREG_Interrupt IEC0bits // interrupt enable register 
#define TIE T2IE // interrupt enable for timer 2 

#define TREG_Flag IFS0bits // interrupt flag register 
#define TIF T2IF // TREG_Flag.TIF = IFS0bits.T2IF 

#define TREG_Control_SET T2CONSET // start timer 
 

// define Timer interrupts 

#define _SAMPLE_TIMER_VECTOR 8 

#define INTERRUPT_PRIORITY IPC2bits.T2IP 

#define INTERRUPT_SUBPRIORITY IPC2bits.T2IS 

#define timerIPL IPL6AUTO 
 

// define SPI registers 

#define REG_Interrupt IEC1bits // interrupt enable register 
#define SPIEIE SPI4EIE // REG_Interrupt.SPIEIE 

#define SPIRXIE SPI4RXIE // REG_Interrupt.SPIRXIE 

#define SPITXIE SPI4TXIE // REG_Interrupt.SPITXIE 
 



#define REG_Flag IFS1bits // interrupt flag register 
#define SPIEIF SPI4EIF // REG_Flag.SPIEIF 

#define SPITXIF SPI4TXIF // REG_Flag.SPITXIF 

#define SPIRXIF SPI4RXIF // REG_Flag.SPIRXIF 
 

#define REG_IPC IPC8bits // interrupt priority register 
#define SPI_Priority SPI4IP // REG_IPC.SPI_Priority 
 

#define SPIREG_Controlbits SPI4CONbits // spi control register 
#define SPIREG_Control SPI4CON 

#define SPIREG_Baud_Rate SPI4BRG // spi baud rate generator 
#define SPIREG_Status SPI4STATbits // spi status register 
#define SPIREG_Buffer SPI4BUF // spi buffer register 
 

#define SPI_CE LATBbits.LATB8 // chip enable 

#define SPI_WP LATBbits.LATB10 // write protect 
#define SPI_HOLD LATBbits.LATB12 // hold 

#define SPI_TRIS TRISB // set I/O 
 

#define REG_Analog_Digital AD1PCFG // set pins to be analog or digital 
#define REG_JTAG DDPCONbits.JTAGEN // disable JTAG 
 

// define SPI commands 

#define READ 0x03 

#define HIGHSPEED_READ 0x0B 

#define ERASE_4KB 0x20 

#define ERASE_32KB 0x52 

#define ERASE_64KB 0xD8 

#define ERASE_ALL 0x60 // check 0x60 vx 0xC& 

#define BYTE_PROGRAM 0x02 

#define AAI_PROGRAM 0xAD 

#define RDSR 0x05 // read status register 
#define EWSR 0x50 // enable write status register 
#define WRSR 0x01 // write status register 
#define WREN 0x06 // write enable 

#define WRDI 0x04 // write disable 

#define RDID 0x90 // read device ID 

#define JEDECRDID 0x9F // JEDEC read device ID 
 

// define SPI interrupts 

#define _SPI_Interrupt_Vector 32 

#define SPI_PL IPL3AUTO 
 

#endif 
 



A2DFunctions.h 

#ifndef A2DFUNCTIONS_H_ 

#define A2DFUNCTIONS_H_ 
 

/**********************************************************/ 
// declare functions 

void init_ADC(void); // initialize A2D settings 

void enable_ADC(void); 
void conv(void); 
void conv1(void); 
void conv2(void); 
 

/**********************************************************/ 
// define functions 

// CHOSA: use pins 17 & 18 (AN6 & AN7) 
void init_ADC() 
{ 
   ADCREG_PCFG = 0;            //Set pins to analog input - DOUBLE CHECK PGD & 
PGC 

   ADCREG_Control1.ADON = 0;   //Turn off ADC 

   ADCREG_Control1.FORM = 0;   //Unsigned integer format 
   ADCREG_Control1.SSRC = 0;   //Convert when SAMP is cleared 

   ADCREG_Control2.SMPI = 0;   // set interrupt to occur after every conversion 

   ADCREG_Control2.VCFG = 0;   //Use AVDD and AVSS as Voltage Reference 

   ADCREG_Control2.CSCNA = 0;  //Do not scan 

   ADCREG_Control2.BUFM = 0;   //One 16-word buffer 
   ADCREG_Control2.ALTS = 0;   //Always use MUX A 

   ADCREG_Control3.ADRC = 0;   //Use PBClock as Clock Source 

   ADCREG_Control3.ADCS = 0;   //for speed 

   ADC_PRIORITY = 5; 
} 
 

void enable_ADC(){ 
   ADCREG_Control1.ADON = 1;   //Turn on ADC 

   ADC_Interrupt = 0;          // clear ADC flag 

   ADC_IE = 1;                 // enable interrupt 
} 
 

void conv() 
{ 
   // A2D_F 

   unsigned int output; 
 LATD = 1; 
   ADCREG_CHS.CH0SA = 6;       //Use channel AN0 as input 
   ADCREG_Control1.SAMP = 1;       //Enable sampling 

   delay_us(1); //Delay 



   LATD = 0; 
   ADCREG_Control1.SAMP = 0;       //Terminate sampling 

} 
 

void conv1() 
{ 
   // A2D_F  
   unsigned int output;  
   ADCREG_CHS.CH0SA = 6;       //Use channel AN2 as input for Mux A  
   ADCREG_Control1.SAMP = 1;       //Enable sampling 

   delay_us(1);                //Delay 

   ADCREG_Control1.SAMP = 0;       //Terminate sampling 

     LATD = 1; 
} 
 

void conv2() 
{ 
   // A2D_UF 

   unsigned int output; 
   ADCREG_CHS.CH0SA = 7;       //Use channel AN2 as input for Mux A 

   ADCREG_Control1.SAMP = 1;       //Enable sampling 

   delay_us(1);                //Delay 

   ADCREG_Control1.SAMP = 0;       //Terminate sampling 

     LATD = 1; 
} 
 

int isrctr = 0; 
void __ISR(_ADC_VECTOR,adcIPL) ADC_ISR(void) 
{ 
   isrctr = isrctr + 1; 
   unsigned int output; 
   if (!ADCREG_Control1.DONE){ 
       printf("ERROR\n"); 
       while(!ADCREG_Control1.DONE); 
   } 
   output = ADCREG_Buffer; 
   printf("%i: %i\n",isrctr,output); 
   if (isrctr>10){ 
       ADC_IE = 0; 
   } 
   ADC_Interrupt = 0; 
   LATE = 0; 
} 
#endif 
 



configbitsrev2014vC.h 

/*  
* File:   configbits.h 

* Author: Mike 

* 

* Created on October 9, 2012, 1:50 PM 

*/ 
 

#ifndef CONFIGBITS_H 

#define CONFIGBITS_H 
 

/* 

* REv 8 boards. 
* resonator is 8 MHz 

* Will switch to internal if external not present or fails 

*  internal (FRC) clock 
 

peripher clock = at 10 MHz (80 MHz/8) 
 

*/ 
 

#pragma config FNOSC = FRCPLL // Oscillator selection 

#pragma config POSCMOD = OFF // Primary oscillator mode 

#pragma config FPLLIDIV = DIV_2 // PLL input divider (8 -> 4) 
#pragma config FPLLMUL = MUL_20 // PLL multiplier  ( 4x20 = 80) 
#pragma config FPLLODIV = DIV_1 // PLL output divider (80 MHz system clock) 
//#pragma config FPBDIV = DIV_8 // Peripheral bus clock divider 10 mhz 

#pragma config FPBDIV = DIV_2 // Peripheral bus clock divider 40 mhz 

#pragma config FSOSCEN = OFF // Secondary oscillator enable 

/* Clock control settings 

*/ 
#pragma config IESO = ON // Internal/external clock switchover 
#pragma config FCKSM = CSECME // Clock switching (CSx)/Clock monitor (CMx) 
#pragma config OSCIOFNC = OFF // Clock output on OSCO pin enable 

/* USB Settings 

*/ 
#pragma config UPLLEN = OFF // USB PLL enable 

#pragma config UPLLIDIV = DIV_2 // USB PLL input divider 
#pragma config FVBUSONIO = OFF // VBUS pin control 
#pragma config FUSBIDIO = OFF // USBID pin control 
/* Other Peripheral Device settings 

*/ 
#pragma config FWDTEN = OFF // Watchdog timer enable 

#pragma config WDTPS = PS1024 // Watchdog timer post-scaler 
#pragma config FSRSSEL = PRIORITY_7 // SRS interrupt priority 

#pragma config DEBUG = ON 



 

#pragma config ICESEL = ICS_PGx1 // ICE pin selection 

#endif /* CONFIGBITS_H */ 
 
SPIFunctions.h 

#ifndef SPIFUNCTIONS_H_ 

#define SPIFUNCTIONS_H_ 
 

/**********************************************************/ 
// declare functions 

void initSPI2Master(void); // configure PIC to communicate with SPI 
unsigned char eraseSPIFlash(void); // erase entire chip 

void write2AllEnable(void); // set permissions to allow write to all memory addresses 
 

unsigned char sendByte2SPI(unsigned char data); // send any byte to the SPI (used in 
all remaining functions) 
unsigned char readID(void); // get device ID - used to debug PIC/SPI communication 
 

unsigned char write2SPI(unsigned char address[], unsigned char data); // write data to 
memory address 

int checkWIP(void); // check for write in progress (used in write2SPI) 
 

unsigned char readSPI(unsigned char address[]); // read memory address, return data 
 

void printStatReg(void); // print status register to LCD - used for debugging 
 

void pageProgram(unsigned char data[]); 
 

/**********************************************************/ 
// define functions 
 

void initSPI2Master(void){ 
   // reset 
   REG_Interrupt.SPIEIE = 0; // (bit 8) disable error interrupt 
   REG_Interrupt.SPIRXIE = 0; // (bit 9) disable receive interrupt 
   REG_Interrupt.SPITXIE = 0; // (bit 10) disable transmit interrupt 
   SPIREG_Controlbits.ON = 0; // turn     //unsigned char foo = sendByte2SPI(RDID);SPI 
off 
   SPIREG_Control = 0; // reset everything 

   SPIREG_Buffer = 0; // clear buffer 
 

   // interrupt settings - clear all of them 

   REG_Flag.SPITXIF = 0; 
   REG_Flag.SPIEIF = 0; 



   REG_Flag.SPIRXIF = 0; // (bit 9) clear receive flag 

    
   // interrupt priority settings 

   REG_IPC.SPI_Priority = 3; // set priority to 3 
 

   // setup 

   SPIREG_Baud_Rate = 255; // set BRG 

       // pb clock is now 10MHz -> 5MHz baud rate 

   SPIREG_Status.SPIROV = 0; // clear overflow 

   SPIREG_Controlbits.MSTEN = 1; // set to master 
 

   // settings - data changes on clock's falling edge, takes data from rising edge 

   SPIREG_Controlbits.CKE = 1; // data changes on clock edge from active to idle 

   SPIREG_Controlbits.CKP = 0; // clock is active high 

   SPIREG_Controlbits.SMP = 0; // take data in middle of cycle 

   SPI_HOLD = 1; 
   SPI_WP = 0; // set write protect to allow WRSR 
 

   // set pins 

   REG_Analog_Digital = 0xFFFF; // sets all to digital 
       // needs to account for ADC (B:8,10,11,14 need to be digital) 
   REG_JTAG = 0; // disable JTAG on B10, B11, B12 
 

   // enable interrupts - disable tx interrupt as it is useless in this code 

   REG_Interrupt.SPIRXIE = 1; 
   REG_Interrupt.SPITXIE = 0; 
   REG_Interrupt.SPIEIE = 1; 
    
   SPI_TRIS = 0; // set I/O 

   TRISFbits.TRISF4 = 1; 
   TRISFbits.TRISF5 = 0; 
   SPI_CE = 1; // don't talk to the SPI right now 

    
   // enable SPI operation 

   SPIREG_Controlbits.ON = 1; 
} 
 

unsigned char eraseSPIFlash(void){ 
 

   // initialize settings - set AAI to zero 

   unsigned char foo; 
    
   SPI_CE = 0;     
   foo = sendByte2SPI(WREN); // write enable 

   SPI_CE = 1;     
   SPI_CE = 0;     



   foo = sendByte2SPI(ERASE_ALL); // erase all 
   SPI_CE = 1; 
   
   return foo; 
} 
 

void write2AllEnable(void){ 
   unsigned char newSRsettings = 0x00; 
   SPI_CE = 0; 
   // enable write status register 
   int foo = sendByte2SPI(EWSR); 
   SPI_CE = 1; 
   SPI_CE = 0; 
   // write 0x00 to status register - chmod +w * 

   foo = sendByte2SPI(WRSR); 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(newSRsettings); 
   SPI_CE = 1; 
   SPI_CE = 0; 
   // disable write 

   foo = sendByte2SPI(WRDI); 
   SPI_CE = 1; 
} 
 

unsigned char sendByte2SPI(unsigned char data){ 
// sends a single command to SPI - back end 

// waits for transmit buffer to be empty, sends data, waits for flag, waits for 
// return value (buffer register) 
   REG_Interrupt.SPIRXIE = 0; 
   unsigned char regstat; 
 

   // get rid of this and check in ADC done ISR 

   while(!SPIREG_Status.SPITBE); // active wait if transmit buffer is not empty 

   SPIREG_Buffer = data; // write data to buffer 
 

   // this should occur after all interrupts have been tripped 

   while(!SPIREG_Status.SPIRBF); // wait for buffer to be full 
   regstat = SPIREG_Buffer; // return buffer register 
 

   return regstat; 
} 
 

unsigned char readID(void){ 
   unsigned char foo2,foo3; 
   unsigned char foo = sendByte2SPI(JEDECRDID); 
   SPI_CE = 0; 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(0); // expect BF 



   foo2 = sendByte2SPI(0); // expect 25 return 

   foo3 = sendByte2SPI(0); // expect 41 return 

   SPI_CE = 1; 
   return foo; 
} 
 

unsigned char write2SPI(unsigned char address[], unsigned char data){ 
   // try AAI later if possible, to optimize speed 

   unsigned char foo; 
 

   // write enable 

   SPI_CE = 0;     
   foo = sendByte2SPI(WREN); 
   SPI_CE = 1; 
   SPI_CE = 0; 
   // CHECK if memory needs to be erased; erase if necessary and  write-enable 

   // byte-program 

   foo = sendByte2SPI(BYTE_PROGRAM); 
   // address (3 bytes) 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(address[0]); 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(address[1]); 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(address[2]); 
   // data (1 byte) 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(data); 
   SPI_CE = 1; 
   // wait for write - check least significant bit of status register 
   int statReg = checkWIP(); 
   while(statReg){ // while busy 

       statReg = checkWIP(); 
   } 
 

   foo = SPIREG_Buffer; 
   return foo; 
} 
 

int checkWIP(void){ 
   SPI_CE = 0; 
   char foo = sendByte2SPI(RDSR); 
   SPI_CE = 1; 
   int statReg = foo & 1; 
   return statReg; 
} 
 

unsigned char readSPI(unsigned char address[]){ 
   // read enable 

   unsigned char foo; 



   SPI_CE = 0;     
   foo = sendByte2SPI(READ); 
   // address (3 bytes) 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(address[0]); 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(address[1]); 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(address[2]); 
    
   // dummy byte 

   foo = sendByte2SPI(0x00); 
    
   SPI_CE = 1;     
   return foo; 
} 
 

void printStatReg(void){ 
   SPI_CE = 0; 
   char foo = sendByte2SPI(RDSR); 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(0); 
   SPI_CE = 1; 
   int i; 
   printf("SR:"); 
   for (i=7;i>=0;i--){ 
       printf("%i",(foo>>i)&1); 
   } 
   printf("\n"); 
} 
 

void pageProgram(unsigned char data[]){ 
   SPI_CE = 0; 
   int foo = sendByte2SPI(WREN); // write enable 

   // address 

   // hard coded as zeros for now - change later? 

   unsigned char address[2]; 
   address[2] = 0x00; 
   address[1] = 0x00; 
   address[0] = 0x00; 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(address[0]); 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(address[1]); 
   foo = sendByte2SPI(address[2]); 
 

   int i; 
   for (i=0;i<sizeof(data);i++){ 
       foo = sendByte2SPI(data[i]); 
   } 
    
   //// for time lag 



   //int tester; 
   //for (i=0;i<sizeof(data),i++){ 
   //  foo = sendByte2SPI(data[i]); 
   //  for (tester=0;tester<10000;tester++){} 
   //} 
    
} 
 

/**********************************************************/ 
// declare ISR 

void __ISR(_SPI_Interrupt_Vector,SPI_PL) SPI_RX_ISR(void) 
{ 
   // test which interrupt is immediately tripped 

//    if(REG_Flag.SPIRXIF){ 
//        LATE = 0b10101010; 
//        printf("rx\n"); 
//    } 
//    else if(REG_Flag.SPITXIF){ 
//        printf("tx\n"); 
//    } 
//    else if(REG_Flag.SPIEIF){ 
//        printf("error\n"); 
//    } 
    
//    printf("here\n"); 
 

   while(!SPIREG_Status.SPIRBF); 
   REG_Flag.SPIRXIF = 0; 
//    REG_Flag.SPITXIF = 0; 
   REG_Flag.SPIEIF = 0; 
   REG_Interrupt.SPIRXIE = 0; 
//    REG_Interrupt.SPITXIE = 0; 
   REG_Interrupt.SPIEIE = 0; 
   //LATE = 0; 
} 
 

#endif 
 

SDlib.h 

#ifndef _SDLIB_H_ 

#define _SDLIB_H_ 

#include <xc.h> 
 

/************************************************************ 

header file for the support routines for the kit board 

* At present, included are: 



* Delay routines 

* serial (spi) LCD (SPI3 with D4 as chip select 
* serial port routines (UART6) 
* switcher to allow stdout to go to LCD or serial port 
*/ 
/* LCD Select stuff*/ 
 

//#define SPILCDCON SPI3CONbits 

//#define SPILCDSTAT SPI3STATbits 

#define SPILCDBRG SPI3BRG 

#define SPILCD_CS LATDbits.LATD4  // chip select  for LCD 

#define SPILCD_CS_TRIS TRISDbits.TRISD4 

#define SPILCD_INT IFS0bits.SPI3RXIF  // int flag 

#define SPILCD_BUF SPI3BUF // data buffer 
// LCD Function prototypes 
 

/* specific to spi display */ 
 

void LCD_init(void); 
void LCD_char(char val); 
void LCD_display_on(void); 
void LCD_display_off(void); 
void LCD_clear(void); 
void LCD_backlight(char val); 
void LCD_contrast(char val); 
void LCD_setpos(char row, char col); 
 

/* simple input routines */ 
unsigned int getdec(void);s 

unsigned int gethex(void); 
signed int getint(void); 
 

/* serial I/O via usart 6 prototypes*/ 
 

unsigned char getu(void);  // get char 
void putu(unsigned char val); // put char 
 

void serial_init(unsigned long rate); 
 

void set_output_device(unsigned char device); 
 

/* delay routines*/ 
void set_sys_clock(unsigned long val); 
unsigned long get_sys_clock(void); 
void set_pb_clock(unsigned long val); 
unsigned long get_pb_clock(void); 



void delay_ms(unsigned long val); 
void delay_us(unsigned long val); 
 

#endif //SDLIB_H 
 

PC USB code: 

 

readSerialPort.c 

// readSerialPort.c 

// #pragma 
 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <sys/types.h> 

#include <sys/stat.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <unistd.h> 
 

#include "serialfun.h" 
#include "usbpipe.h" 
 

int main(){ 
   int verbose = 0; 
   int settings = 1; 
 

   serialReceiveInit(verbose, settings); 
 

   char *mydata = malloc(sizeof(char)*MAXSIZE); 
   char *outdata = getDataLinux(&mydata); 
   if(outdata){ 
       int fd = open("foofile",O_WRONLY|O_APPEND|O_CREAT,0666); 
       write(fd,"\n",sizeof("\n")); 
   } 
 

   return 0; 
} 
 

usbpipe.c 

#include <errno.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <sys/types.h> 

#include <sys/stat.h> 



#include <sys/wait.h> 

#include <unistd.h> 
 

#include "usbpipe.h" 
 

char *getDataLinux(char **mydata){ 
 // initialize 

   char *cat_command = "sudo cat /dev/ttyUSB0"; 
 

 // open pipe 

 FILE *usbptr = popen(cat_command,"r"); 
   if (usbptr==NULL){printf("USB is NULL\n");} 
 

   int ctr = 0; 
   int numSamp = 100; 
 

   // read from pipe 

   printf("reading\n"); 
   int indata = fgetc(usbptr); 
   printf("done reading\n"); 
 

   while (indata!=EOF){ 
       if (feof(usbptr)){ // while not at end of file 

           printf("At EOF\n"); 
           break; 
       }  
        
       // upon finding stop bit, take what is before stop bit 
       // write to pipe 

       writeToFile(indata); 
       if (indata==STOP_DELIMITER){ 
           break; 
       } 
       else{ 
           indata = fgetc(usbptr); 
           ctr++; 
           if (ctr>numSamp){break;} 
       } 
   }  
 

   // close pipe 

   int closeflag = pclose(usbptr); 
   if (closeflag<0){printf("error on close\n");} 
    
   return "z"; 
} 



 

void writeToFile(int indata){ 
   // create file if DNE, open for writing and appending 

   char *path = "foofile"; 
   int fd = open(path,O_WRONLY|O_APPEND|O_CREAT); 
   // modify permissions to 666 

   int foo = fchmod(fd,00666); 
   if (foo<0){printf("error in file permissions: %s\n",strerror(errno));} 
 

   // write to file 

   write(fd,&indata,sizeof(indata)); 
 

   // close file 

   close(fd); 
 

   // DO LATER 

   // put this function in getData* function rather than main 

   // keep file open if not the first time, close only if done reading 

} 
 

usbpipe.h 

#ifndef USBPIPE_H_ 

#define USBPIPE_H_ 
 

#define MAXSIZE 10 

#define STOP_DELIMITER 'z' 
 

char *getDataLinux(char **mydata); 
void writeToFile(int indata); 
 

#endif 
 

serialfun.c 

#include <errno.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <sys/stat.h> 

#include <sys/types.h> 

#include <termios.h> 

#include <unistd.h> 
 

#include "serialfun.h" 



 

#define BAUDRATE B9600 
 

void serialReceiveInit(int verbose, int settings){ 
   isSudo(); // check for proper permissions 

   char *pathname = getPath(); // get name of device 

   int fdUSB = myOpen(pathname); // get file descriptor 
   if(!isatty(fdUSB)){printf("not a terminal device: %i\n\t%s\n",fdUSB,strerror(errno));} 
    
   // get current attributes 

   struct termios config; 
   int attrFlag = tcgetattr(fdUSB,&config); 
   if (attrFlag<0){printf("serialReceiveInit: tcgetattr: %s\n",strerror(errno));} 
   if (verbose){ 
       printf("Initial (default) attributes:\n"); 
       printTermistruct(config); 
   } 
 

   // set baud rate 

   int BRFlag = setBaudRate(fdUSB,config); 
   if (BRFlag<0){printf("Baud rate mismatch\n");} 
    
   // initialize attributes 

   config = initTerms(fdUSB,config,settings); 
 

   // set attributes 

   config = setTerms(fdUSB,config); 
   if (verbose){ 
       printf("New attributes\n"); 
       printTermistruct(config); 
   } 
} 
 

char *getPath(){ 
   return "/dev/ttyUSB0"; 
} 
 

void isSudo(){ 
 // check if current user is root 
 char *foo = getenv("USER"); 
 if (strcmp(foo,"root")==0){ 
  printf("isSudo: foo = %s\n   You may continue.\n",foo); 
 } 
 else{ 
  // if current user is not root, exit 
  printf("isSudo: user = %s\n   You must run as root.\n",foo); 



  printf("isSudo: usage: sudo ./test\n"); 
  _exit(1); 
 } 
} 
 

int myOpen(const char *device){ 
   // open read-write, USB does not control the code, non-blocking 

 printf("myOpen: Device Path: %s\n",device); 
 int fd = open(device,O_RDWR|O_NOCTTY|O_NDELAY); 
 if (fd==-1){ 
  printf("myOpen: fail: %s\n",strerror(errno)); 
 } 
 return fd; 
} 
 

int myClose(int fd){ 
   // close USB 

 int diditwork; 
 if (fd>=0){ 
  diditwork = close(fd); 
  if (diditwork<0){ 
   printf("failed to close: %s\n",strerror(errno)); 
  } 
 }else{ 
  diditwork = -10; 
 } 
 return diditwork; 
} 
 

struct termios initTerms(int fd,struct termios config,int settings){ 
   if(settings){ 
// SET TO RAW (basically) 
// turn off input processing 

// convert break to null byte 

// no CR to NL translation 

// no NL to CR translation 

// don't mark parity errors or break 

// no input parity check 

// don't strip high bit off 
// no XON/XOFF software flow control 
 config.c_iflag &= ~(IGNBRK | BRKINT | ICRNL | INLCR | PARMRK | INPCK | 
ISTRIP | IXON); 
 

// turn off output processing 

// no CR to NL translation 

// no NL to CR-NL translation 



// nl NL to CR translation 

// no column 0 CR suppression 

// co ^D suppression - needs to go somewhere else 

// no fill characters 

// no case 

 config.c_oflag = 0; 
 

// no line processing 

// echo off 
// echo newline off 
// canonical mode off 
// extended input processing off 
// signal chars off 
 config.c_lflag &= ~(ECHO | ECHONL | ICANON | IEXTEN | ISIG); 
 

// turn off character processing 

// clean current char size mask 

// no parity checking 

// no output processing 

// force 8 bit input 
 config.c_cflag &= ~(CSIZE | PARENB); 
 config.c_cflag |= CS8; 
 

// one input byte to return from read() 
// inter-character timer off 
 config.c_cc[VMIN]  = 1; 
 config.c_cc[VTIME] = 0; 
   } 
   else { 
       config.c_lflag &= ~ICANON; 
   } 
 

 return config; 
} 
 

struct termios setTerms(int fd, struct termios config){ 
   // set attributes 

 int setflag = tcsetattr(fd,TCSANOW,&config); 
 if (setflag<0){printf("setTerms: setflag = %i\n",setflag);} 
 

   // confirm that attributes were  set properly 

   struct termios testterm = config; 
 setflag = tcgetattr(fd,&testterm); 
 if (setflag<0){printf("setTerms: getflag = %i\n",setflag);} 
 

 if(config.c_iflag!=testterm.c_iflag){ 



  printf("setTerms: c_iflags didn't set properly.\n"); 
 } 
 if(config.c_oflag!=testterm.c_oflag){ 
  printf("setTerms: c_oflags didn't set properly.\n"); 
 } 
 if(config.c_cflag!=testterm.c_cflag){ 
  printf("setTerms: c_cflags didn't set properly.\n"); 
 } 
 if(config.c_lflag!=testterm.c_lflag){ 
  printf("setTerms: c_lflags didn't set properly.\n"); 
 } 
 

 return testterm; 
} 
 

void printTermistruct(struct termios config){ 
   // print all values of configuration structure 

 printf("size of config: %lu\n",sizeof(config)); 
 printf("config->c_iflag: %u\n",config.c_iflag); 
 printf("config->c_oflag: %u\n",config.c_oflag); 
 printf("config->c_cflag: %u\n",config.c_cflag); 
 printf("config->c_lflag: %u\n",config.c_lflag); 
} 
 

int setBaudRate(int fd, struct termios config){ 
 // get current speed 

 speed_t speedin = cfgetispeed(&config); // line in 

 if (speedin<0){printf("setBaudRate: %s\n",strerror(errno));} 
 speed_t speedout = cfgetospeed(&config); // line out 
 if (speedout<0){printf("setBaudRate: %s\n",strerror(errno));} 
 if (speedin!=speedout){printf("Speed difference:\n\tin = %i\n\tout = 
%i\n",speedin,speedout);} 
 

   /// set speed 

 speedin = cfsetispeed(&config,BAUDRATE); // line in 

 if (speedin<0){printf("set in error: %s\n",strerror(errno));} 
 speedout= cfsetospeed(&config,BAUDRATE); // line out 
 if (speedout<0){printf("set out error: %s\n",strerror(errno));} 
 if (speedin!=speedout){ 
    printf("Speed difference:\n\tin = %i\n\tout = %i\n",speedin,speedout); 
    return -1; 
 } 
   else{ 
       return speedin; 
   } 
} 



 

serialfun.h 

#ifndef SERIALFUN_H_ 

#define SERIALFUN_H_ 
 

// wrapper funtion 

void serialReceiveInit(int verbose, int settings); 
 

// get pathname of USB 

char *getPath(); 
 

// check for permissions 

void isSudo(); 
 

// returns file descriptor 
int myOpen(const char *device);  
 

// close USB device 

int myClose(int fd); 
 

// initialize attributes 

struct termios initTerms(int fd, struct termios config, int settings); 
 

// return struct read after the port attributes have been set 
struct termios setTerms(int fd, struct termios config); 
 

// print all attributes (integer values) 
void printTermistruct(struct termios config); 
 

// set baud - return line out speed 

int setBaudRate(int fd, struct termios config); 
 

#endif 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Schematics: 
 

USB power and UART driver schematic: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DC to DC converter schematic: 

 

 
 

 

 

Microcontroller, SPI protocol, LCD protocol, and power regulator schematics: 

 



 
 



Op amp level shifter and audio out circuit schematics: 

 



PICKIT3, Jumper pins schematics: 

 
 



Second Order Filters schematics: 

 
 



State variable filter schematic: 

 
 



Data Sheets 

Microcontroller: PIC32MX795 
 
SPI Flash Memory: 64Mbit SPI SST25VF064C 
 
Operational Amplifiers: LM358D Low-Power, Dual-Op 
 
DC to DC Converter: TPS6735 DC/DC 
 
Voltage Regulator: LD1117D Low-Drop Fixed and Adjustable 
 
USB UART IC: FT232R 
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